
Study Questions

AFH Pages 5-18 to 5-21 – “Full Stalls, Power-On” through “Common Errors”

1. To set up the entry for power-on stalls, establish the airplane in the takeoff or climb configuration. Then

a) slow the airplane to normal lift-off speed (e.g., VR).
b) bring the nose smoothly upward to an attitude obviously impossible for the airplane to maintain.
c)  set the power to full.

2. Upon reaching the desired speed, set power to ___________ or the recommended ___________ for the 

power-on stall while establishing a ___________ attitude.

3. Select the answers that make the following statements true.

 After establishing the climb attitude, smoothly  raise / lower  the nose to increase the  AOA / airspeed,  

and hold that  attitude / elevator position  until the full stall occurs.

4. As the airplane airspeed decreases, what must be done with the controls to maintain the nose-high pitch 
attitude?

a) The elevator and rudder control must be held rigidly in the stall up position.
b)  The elevator control must be moved progressively further back while simultaneously adding right 

rudder.
c)  The elevator control must be pushed forward to initiate the stall nose drop while the rudder is 

neutralized.

5. Define the following terms:

 secondary stall ______________________________________________________________________

 accelerated stall _____________________________________________________________________

6. The reason for learning about accelerated stalls is

a) to be familiar with situations where they may occur, how to recognize them, and the appropriate 
recovery action. 

b)  to satisfy the ACS requirement to perform a whip stall to an examiner. 
c) to make flight training more dramatic and interesting.
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Power-On Stalls

7. The aerodynamic effects of the uncoordinated, cross-control stall can surprise the unwary pilot because 

it can occur with very little ______________. The nose may pitch down, the bank angle may suddenly 

______________, and the airplane may continue to roll to an ______________ orientation, which is usually 

the beginning of a ______________.

8. A cross-control stall is most apt to occur during

a) a poorly planned and executed base-to-final approach turn in which the pilot overshoots the 
centerline of the runway.

b) descending turns with the power either off or the engine at idle.
c) airspeed changes in straight-and-level flight.

9. An elevator trim stall shows what can happen if

a) the trim motor fails in flight.
b) positive control of the airplane is not maintained during a full-power go-around.
c) the airplane elevator stalls before main wings.

10. Fill in the blanks to complete some common errors in the performance of intentional stalls.

• Failure to adequately ___________ the area

• Inability to recognize an ___________ stall condition

• Failure to maintain proper coordination with the ___________ throughout the stall and recovery

• Excessive ___________-elevator pressure during recovery resulting in ___________ load

• Excessive ___________ buildup during recovery

ACS VII Task C – Power-On Stalls

11. Is it acceptable for a private pilot candidate to demonstrate power-on stalls using only 65% of available 
engine power?

a) Yes
b) No
c) Yes, with prior approval from the local Flight Standards District Office

12. After demonstrating a stall, the pilot should recover promptly by simultaneously reducing the angle of 
attack, increasing power, and 

a) returning the aircraft to the original turn.
b) retracting any remaining flaps.
c) returning to the altitude, heading, and airspeed specified by the evaluator.
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Answers to Study Questions

1. a

2. takeoff
climb power
climb

3. raise
AOA
attitude

4. b

5. a second stall that occurs during the recovery 
from a preceding stall that can occur if abrupt 
recovery causes the airplane to exceed the critical 
AOA a second time 

 a stall that occurs at a speed greater than the +1G 
stall speed

6. a

7. warning
change
inverted
spin

8. a

9. b

10. clear
impending
rudder
forward; low or negative G
airspeed

11. a

12. c
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